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Where does Donald Trump provoke
more interest?
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Please note this report was produced on the initiative of Kalinax and is not commissioned
by another organization.

Please do not cite this report before consulting our experts. We will not charge you, but will
provide you guidance on how to read the charts and insights presented here.

For more information or media relations, please email admin@kalinax.com.
You will receive a reply within 24 hours, where possible.
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Introductory notes:




The key words “Trump” and “Donald Trump” were included in this search volume analysis.
The United States of America was excluded from the following analysis. The USA has 1.18x
more Google Searches on Trump than all the rest of countries.
For Google Searches were considered the words “Trump” and “Donald Trump” in the
following languages: Mandarin, English, Hindi, Arabic, Bengali, Russian, Japanese, Punjabi,
Telugu, Korean, Tamil, Urdu, Thai, Gujarati and Persian.

Donald Trump has already preceded with statements and commitments that could drastically alter
countries and international order. In this report we see where the new US President provokes more
interest.
With much controversy surrounding the debates, Trump suffused search engines and social media
platforms alike.

1. Country analysis:
Global top 10:

Results expressed in Google Searches %.
Some of Trump's most controversial relationships include Canada and Mexico; combining to account
for 21.5% of the total Google searches on Trump globally. Many analysts are concerned about the
economics and trade between the two bordered countries, as Mr. Trump has put a question mark
over the future of NAFTA.
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“(Donald) Trump” search.
MEXICO
Mexico is particularly interested due to Trump's potential immigration policies and how these could
affect their association.
His tirade on the Mexican-American border to build a wall has outraged the country. Keeping this in
mind, Mexicans search the term “(Donald) Trump” 1,011 times per day, leaving a large impression
on google search engines.
EUROPE
Across the Atlantic, the name Donald Trump dominates search engines in Europe with 43.9% of all
impressions originating in this region. The EU 28 generate 1.87 times more Google searches than
Canada. The new President’s euro criticism and Brexit approval surely influenced some of this search.
Trump's blurry statements on NATO also add up to the European interest, with the EU lacking
alternative military protection.
The US republican strikes up more interest in these regions due to his anti-establishment views. Our
statistics show that up to 13.3% of the Google searches were originated in France; making it the
second highest country globally interested in the words “Donald Trump”.
INDIA
With over 2,363 average daily Google searches in the top 5 countries, India ranked 5th. Outside
politics, Donald Trump’s business venture boats more projects underway in Mumbai than any other
location on its list.
Within the South Asia region, India generated more impressions than any other country, being
responsible for 27.2% of the Google searches for the words “(Donald) Trump”. Trump believes the
$2-trillion gross in domestic products is worth investing into, and has been praising the uprise of the
city of Mumbai. According to the Wall Street Journal, Indians favoured Trump ahead of the primary
votes than any other candidate.
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RUSSIA
Barely a day passes without a new report in the mass media regarding Trump's potential policies
towards Russia.
Despite Google not dominating Russia's search engine market, Russia comes in 6th globally as an
origin of interest in the new US President, our analysts find.
Russia is known for its rather favorable attitude to Mr. Trump. From Mr. Putin's public comments,
to Tinder's research pointing out its users in Russia favored the republican to lead the USA.

Per capita top 10:

Results expressed in Daily Google Searches per Million of population.
Looking at the per capita analysis reviews yet more intriguing details about the interest in Trump.
Outside Canada, France, and the UK which we already mentioned in the overall search volume top
10, we should note Switzerland comes in second on the per capita chart.
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SWITZERLAND
The host of the World Economic Forum (WEF) in Davos*, and a country which hosts a number of
international organizations, not surprisingly generates 115.6 searches per million of population,
taking it to #2 in our per capita chart.
Another globalization hub, Belgium - where the capital of the European Union sits, also features in
these top 10 geographies that originate more trump searches per capita, with 77.5 Google searches
per million of population, daily.
Notably, the countries and territories featuring on this chart are likely to be affected negatively by a
potential turn in USA's pro-globalization foreign policy.
*research was conducted before the WEF 2017.

“(Donald) Trump” per capita search.

»» Of the top 10 countries searching for the words “(Donald) Trump”, they held account for 67.3% of
all searches.
»» The daily amount of searches for “Trump” in the top 5 countries surmount to a total of 22,007.
»» On a daily average, he is searched over 42,756 times on Google.
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2. Regional analysis:

Top countries by region (Google searches of country in relation to the total Google searches of each region).

EUROPE

“(Donald) Trump” search in Europe.

France are one of the most influential countries within Europe to search the Presidents name
“Donald Trump”. The United Kingdom are also high within the rankings.
Both countries combined produce 48.3% of made up searches for “Trump” within Europe.
Germany generates 2,411 daily Google searches, making it the third most common origin of interest
in Trump location within Europe.
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APAC

“(Donald) Trump” search in Asia-Pacific.

It is no wonder that India comes first within the search of “Trump” in APAC. He is setting up
elaborate businesses and hotels that will drive the economy. Featuring the heaviest interest with
27.2% in the region. That’s driving more awareness than China, Vietnam and Australia combined.
It features in the top 5 globally intrigued holding more than 2,363 searches per day. His influence
has been concentrated well within this region and Indonesia. Where they only hold 1.0% less
searches globally than India.
Australia didn’t have so much of an impact as they make up 6.0% of the region’s search engines for
Donald Trump.
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AFRICA & ME

“(Donald) Trump” search in Africa & Middle East.

Nigeria evidently hold a great amount of impressions for the searches at 19.5% than Kenya, Ghana
and Tanzania converged which totals 18.7%. Furthermore, they are the 11th highest global country
to type in “(Donald) Trump”.
South Africa’s concentration is still very high at 12.9% of the region’s Google search.
The new president has clearly had a great effect on the region and is making up 809 more daily
searches than LATAM.
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LATAM

“(Donald) Trump” search in Latin America.

Interestingly, Mexico does not reach the global top ten for daily searches per capita. However, within
the LATAM region, it holds account for 31.7% of typed in searches. Daily Mexicans search ‘Trump’
1,011 per day and is ranked 8th globally.
Delving even deeper, Mexico hold almost a third of LATAM’s interest and type searches for Donald
Trump; LATAM searches 3,185 times on a daily basis.

Note: because Canada is the only NAM country included in this analysis (the US was excluded), the
region is not included in the Regional analysis.
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3. Top regions:





Europe has 2.16x more Google searches than APAC (2nd).
Canada represents the entire result of NAM (3rd).
The countries bordering the US (Canada and Mexico) account for 21.5% of the total Google
searches.

Within the top regions, Europe are more prominent than any other region in searching the words
“Trump”. Holding 43.9%, it’s staggeringly more than the combined total of APAC and Canada at
39.4%. With France dominating in the top 3, it has become one of the most impressive countries
globally.
With NAM represented by the whole of Canada, it’s almost as large as the whole of APAC combined.
Canada also holds the most impressions out of any other country; it should be noted that it holds
more than twice as much impressions as United Kingdom (3rd globally), with 19.1% of all ‘Trump’
searches.
In conclusion, the President’s name has suffused across social media and other platforms alike within
the last year, to hold accountable for almost 50,000 searches daily with his name.
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How we can help?
Data Storytelling
Outsourcing
Business Intelligence
Data Analysis
kalinax.com

Talk to an expert today – admin@kalinax.com
One of us will be in touch with you within 24 hours.
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